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                            ABOUT MANHATTAN

                            
                                
                                    Elevate your lifestyle. Move to Manhattan. A first- Of-its-kind international luxury
                                    living experience spread across 100 acres free hold land,
                                    offers our thoughtfully designed 2 and 3 BHK inspired-living inspired homes.
                                

                                
                                    Ajmera brings you the Manhattan a project offers world-class luxuries and amenities
                                    that will transport you to straight to Manhattan.
                                    Experience the lifestyle that surpasses every expectation. An exquisite residential
                                    project nestled on a sprawling 100-acres land,
                                    offering you the epitome of luxury living in the heart of Mumbai. Step into a world
                                    where sophistication meets urban vibrancy,
                                    as we bring the charm of Manhattan apartments right to your doorstep in Wadala. For
                                    those who thrive amidst the energy of city life,
                                    Ajmera Manhattan is the perfect heaven. This architectural masterpiece is not just a
                                    residential complex, but a testament to glamour and opulence.
                                

                                
                                    Welcome to Ajmera Manhattan, an exquisite residential project nestled on a sprawling
                                    100-acres land,
                                    offering you the epitome of luxury living in the heart of Mumbai.
                                    Step into a world where sophistication meets urban vibrancy,
                                    as we bring the charm of Manhattan apartments right to your doorstep in Wadala.
                                    For those who thrive amidst the energy of city life, Ajmera Manhattan is the perfect
                                    heaven.
                                    This architectural masterpiece is not just a residential complex, but a testament to
                                    glamour and opulence.
                                    Ajmera Manhattan's strategic location puts you near Mumbai's finest educational
                                    institutions, renowned hospitals, and prestigious colleges.
                                    Embrace the ease of access to all corners of the city, allowing you to effortlessly
                                    navigate through the bustling streets of Mumbai.
                                

                                
                                    Ajmera Manhattan's strategic location puts you near Mumbai's finest educational
                                    institutions, renowned hospitals,
                                    and prestigious colleges. Embrace the ease of access to all corners of the city,
                                    allowing you to effortlessly navigate
                                    through the bustling streets of Mumbai. Step inside and discover a realm of
                                    indulgence where every detail has been carefully
                                    curated to exceed your expectations.
                                

                                
                                    Complementing the luxurious apartments are an array of world-class amenities,
                                    meticulously crafted to enhance your lifestyle.
                                    With multi-level podium parking ensuring convenience at every turn, landscaped
                                    gardens providing a serene escape from the urban chaos,
                                    and the state-of-the-art Evander Holyfield Gym to cater to your fitness needs, we've
                                    left no stone unturned in offering you the best.
                                

                                Whether it's for work, leisure, or indulging in the vibrant cultural scene,
                                    everything you desire is within your reach.
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                AMENITIES

                Experience world-class Amenities the Manhattan way
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                        Fitness Centre

                        by Evander Holyfield

                        Experience the pinnacle of fitness at Evander Holifield's Fitness Centre
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                        A Multiple

                        Game Court

                        Elevate your game with our versatile multiple game court facility.
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                        A Premium

                        Yoga Dock

                        Discover tranquillity and deepen your practice on our premium yoga deck, where serenity meets
                            nature's embrace.
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                        A Jogging

                        Track

                        Embark on an invigorating journey of fitness and endurance on our expansive jogging track,
                            designed to elevate your running experience.
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                        Health

                        Spa

                        Indulge in ultimate relaxation and rejuvenation at our luxurious health spa, where serenity
                            and well-being intertwine.
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                        Swimming

                        Pool

                        Dive into pure bliss at our pristine swimming pool.
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                        A Dedicated 

                        Children's Play Area

                        Featuring a dedicated children's play area for endless fun and memories.
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                        Pet

                        Park

                        Unleash the joy and bond with your furry friends at our pet park, a haven for playful
                            adventures and tail-wagging happiness.
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                        Library

                        Escape into a world of knowledge and imagination at our captivating library, where books come
                            alive and inspire endless exploration.
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                                Actual Image of the Show Flat.

                                
                                    
                                        2BHK

                                        750Sq Ft.
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                                Actual Image of the Show Flat.
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                                2 BHK

                                RERA CARPET: 750 SQ.FT.
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                                RERA CARPET: 977 SQ.FT.
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                                Actual Image of the Show Flat.
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                                Actual Image of the Show Flat.
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                CONNECTIVITY

                Nestled in a highly coveted Mumbai address, this extraordinary project offers a privileged lifestyle
                    defined by unrivalled convenience and seamless connectivity. Set amidst the prestigious Ajmera
                    Manhattan in Wadala, these exquisite residences effortlessly bring forth a world of entertainment
                    and business opportunities, all conveniently accessible right at your doorstep. With a meticulously
                    designed and comprehensive network of social infrastructure, this lavish development promises an
                    opulent existence, where every aspect of life is presented on a silver platter.
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                            Carnival Cinemas Imax 
(900m distance)
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(1.1km distance)
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(2.6km distance)
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(6.4km distance)
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(6.8km distance)
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(6.1km distance)
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                            Dhirubhai Ambani International School 
(6.6km distance)
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                            Garodia International Centre for Learning Mumbai 
(6.9km distance)
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                            Ryan International School 
(3.8km distance)
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(7.6km distance)
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(1.4km distance)
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                            My Regular Place, Dadar 
(1.4km distance)
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(1.5km distance)
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(1.5km distance)
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                            Tata Memorial Hospital 
(900m distance)
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                            Bai Jerbai Wadia Hospital for Children 
(1000m distance)
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                            King Edward Memorial Hospital 
(1.1km distance)
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                        ADDRESS:

                        Ajmera Manhattan, Bhakti park sales office. Next to Imax theatre, Wadala, East, Maharashtra
                            400037 RERA Registration No. P51800032948
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                                        clicking on submit you authorize Ajmera Group to contact you over a call, SMS,
                                        E-mail, WhatsApp or any other communication channel.
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                    ABOUT AJMERA

                    ELEVATE YOUR LIFESTYLE WITH THE AJMERA LEGACY.

                    In 1968, the company was conceived with a vision and nurtured with quality workmanship and
                        integrity.
                        Today with 55 years of rich legacy, 46+Thousand Happy
                        Families.
                        Ajmera group has expanded from Gujarat to Mumbai to Pune to Bengaluru, and beyond Indian borders
                        to Bahrain and the United Kingdom.
                        Ajmera Group is committed to building exceptional homes that not only deliver value for money,
                        but also stands the test of time.
                        Ajmera Group take’s immense pride in their customer service which reflects the values that their
                        founders have bestowed.
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                    Ajmera Manhattan, Bhakti park sales office. Next to Imax theatre, Wadala, East, Maharashtra
                        400037 RERA Registration No. P51800032948
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                Privacy Policy.
                Terms & Conditions.
            

            
                
                    Environment Control
                    SMC Report
                

            

            
                +91 22 66984000

            

            All layouts, locations, plans, specifications, designs, elevations, features, amenities, facilities,
                services,
                product/equipment type and brand mentioned are indicative of the kind of development proposed in this
                Project
                and its finality is subject 
 to the approval of the respective authorities or as required by the
                Promoter/Developer
                in the interest of continuing improvement, without prior notice or obligation. Minor variations (+/- 3%)
                in actual carpet areas
                may occur as a result of design/construction variances, finishing tolerances and column projections.
                The pictures/images and perspective views of the premises/building/layout are an artist's impression of
                the development
                and for representational purposes 
 only and are not a part of actual deliverables.
                This printed material does not constitute an offer and/or contract of any type between the
                Promoter/Developer and the Purchaser.
                All transactions in respect of this Project shall be 
 subject to the terms and conditions of the
                Agreement
                for Sale to be entered into between the Promoter/Developer and the Purchaser. The information does not
                constitute
                part of an offer and/or contract. Any recipient 
 or user of any information or material from this
                ads may avail of the same
                entirely at his/her own risk as to costs and consequences, there for any information please contact our
                sales team at
                info@ajmera.com
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